Credits: directors, Robert Allen Schnitzer, Lesser Pismo; writer, Scott Altizer.
Cast: Anthony Pace, Sylvester Stallone, Vickey Lancaster, Dennis Tate, Barbara Lee Govan.
Summary: Comedy film set in the U.S. in 1969. A re-edited and re-dubbed adaptation of the 1988 film Rebel by director Robert Allen Schnitzer. That film was itself a re-edited version of Schnitzer’s 1973 anti-war film starring Sylvester Stallone, No place to hide. This release includes all new dialogue and additional scenes. Jim Ramroc (Stallone) is a US Army private who runs away from the Vietnam war to avoid getting shot. With the FBI, the CIA and the District of Columbia Tape Club all hot on his heels, Ramroc joins a group of subversive, radical, dirty commie hippies and changes his name to Rainbo. Together this group concocts a fiendish plot to overthrow the US involving bombings, phone sex, platform shoes, Richard Nixon, radioactive dog poop, and World War III.
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